An explicit form of reliability and economical stationary performance indexes for monotonous multicomponent system with regard to its elements' maintenance has been found. The maintenance strategy investigated supposes preventive maintenance execution for elements that has attained certain operating time to failure. Herewith for the time period of elements' maintenance or restoration operable elements are not deactivated. The problems of maintenance execution frequency optimization have been solved. For the model building the theory of semi-Markovian processes with a common phase field of states is used.
Introduction
In the process of a complex engineering system operation its components' characteristics are deteriorating. One of the methods of system stationary performance indexes improvement is the preventive maintenance of its components. From a large number of monographs and scientific papers dealing with mathematical aspects of systems' maintenance the works [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] should be singled out. Among other subjects, the single-component system maintenance strategy known as "Depending-on-age restoration" [2] or "The rule of preventive replacement" [1, 5] is investigated in them. The essence of this strategy is the following. The system is restored after its failure. If it has been operating without failures for the given time period  , its maintenance is carried out. For this strategy the rates of operation expenses and the availability function have been found, the problem of definition of maintenance execution optimal periodicity has been solved. In the present paper this maintenance strategy is generalized for multicomponent systems with monotonous structure [2] . The examples of the systems with monotonous structure are serial, parallel, parallel-serial, serial-parallel, and bridge ones.
The goal of the present article is to define optimal values of monotonous multicomponent system's components operating time for the maintenance execution with the purpose of gaining best stationary reliability and economical characteristics of the system.
The Problem Definition and Mathematical Model Building
Let us consider N-component system with a monotonous structure [2] . Such systems as serial, parallel, bridge systems, "P of N" systems, the ones with the whole-segregated redundancy fall into category of the system investigated. The failure-free operation time of system's i-element is a random value (RV) i  with distribution function (DF) ( ) ( ), 1, 
The system is in up state only then when at least one of the serial structures of minimal path [2] is also in up state. The system is considered to be in down state when at least one of the parallel structures of minimal section [2] is in down state (owing to its elements' maintenance or ER). It is assumed that neither ER nor maintenance of any element results in deactivation of the operable elements that are functionally connected with the failed component and do not belong to any other up-state path.
The task is to determine the following system's performance indexes: stationary steady state availability factor  . On attaining these values elements' maintenance should be executed to optimize the abovementioned system performance indexes. Time diagram of system operation is shown in Figure  1 .
Let us describe the system operation by means of semi-Markovian process ( ) t  with discretely continuous phase field of states [9, 10]  
where the components of vector 
where  is a sign of minimum; 
Let us describe the probabilities (probability densities)
It is necessary to note that i-element can change its physical state 1 into the state 0 (ER) and into the state 2 (maintenance) but the states 0 and 2 can be changed only into the state 1.
Let us indicate 
, ;
3) to the set of states ( ) , ,
 with the probability density of transition
, ,
Let us assume that the conditions of stationary distribution [9, 10] 
Theorem. The stationary distribution ( )
is defined by the following expressions: as the Equation (1). One can check this statement validity by the direct substitution of expression (1) to the set of integral equations, determining the stationary distribution of EMC.
Definition of System Stationary Characteristics
Let us divide the phase field E of system states into two non-overlapping subsets E  and E  ; E  is a subset of up states, E  is a subset of down states:
of which are equal to the codes of physical states of (down) states
One should note that element's maintenance is referred to the down states. Mean stationary operating time to failure T  , mean stationary restoration time T  , and stationary steady state availability factor (SSAF) u K will be defined with the help of formulas [9, 10] ( ) ( )
are mean time periods of system's dwelling in its states, ( , ) P
transition from down (up) states to up (down) states.
With regard to the stationary distribution of EMC (1) the Formula (2) is transformed into:
(1) Remark. If passive strategy of elements' maintenance is executed, i.e., elements' maintenance is not carried out, then the Formulas (3)-(5) coincide with respective stationary characteristics of restorable systems [9, 10] . It becomes clear when taking into account that:
Let us define system stationary characteristics 
 be all the different sets of elements of system paths [2] . One should note that according to the definition the elements not belonging to the set of elements of path is in down state, i.e., are in a state 0 or 2. , 1,
are the sets of borderline paths elements;
is a set of borderline path i M  elements that correspond to the numbers of elements, the transition of which from up to down state, leads to the whole system failure. 
 is a set of borderline section i   elements that correspond to the numbers of the elements, the transition of which from down to up state leads to the whole system restoration.
Formulas (3)- (5) transformation of averages products' sums and some other elementary transformations lead to the following result:
Here the structural function of the system 1 ( ,..., ) n z z  is given in a disjunctive normal form but it can be introduced in many different equivalent forms, for example, in a linear one [2, 11] .
To define mean specific income per time unit of system's good state, the formulas [12] will be used
where ( ) After some transformations the Formula (9) will be as following:
where  
specific income of i-element per calendar time unit and
(1) ( ) ( ) ( ) Hereafter let us write down stationary characteristics of multicomponent systems with concrete structures and with regard to their elements' maintenance in age.
Stationary characteristics of serial system. The block scheme of N-component serial system is shown in Figure 2 .
Let us use the ratios (6) ( ) 1 (
The system mean specific income per calendar time unit and mean specific expenses per time unit of system's good state are estimated with the help of ratios: 
.
According to the Formulas (6)- (8), (10) system stationary performance indexes are defined by the equations:
Stationary characteristics of parallel-serial system. The block scheme of parallel-serial system is shown in 
The ratios (8), (10) for stationary characteristics estimation of this structure are transformed into the following expressions:
are stationary SSAF, mean specific income of i-chain's n -element per calendar time unit and mean specific expenses per time unit of this element's good state respectively:
(1) (0)
(1)  is Figure 5 . Block scheme of serial-parallel system.
system stationary characteristics can be estimated in the following way:  
(1)
(1) (0) 
Optimization of Elements Maintenance Terms
The task of defining optimal system's performance indexes is reduced to the definition of absolute extremums of the functions (8) as the Equations (12) and (13) Here ( ) ( ) ( )
is the continuous failure rate of i -element.
The sufficient condition for the systems of Equations (11), (13) 
